**WIA Programs Combined Obligation & Expenditure Rates through 6/30/10**
(WIA Adult, Dislocated Worker, and Youth)

### EXPENDITURES
- **Total Funds Available:** $3,892,964,515 (includes Unexpended Carry In)
- **Total Expenditures:** $2,791,825,903
- **National Expenditure Rate:** 71.7%

### OBLIGATIONS
- **Total Funds Available:** $3,424,673,833 (includes Unobligated Carry In)
- **Total Obligations:** $2,871,557,161
- **National Obligation Rate:** 83.8%

**Note:**
Data come from WIA 9130 financial reports for the 06/30/10 reporting period accessed from E-Grants on 01/13/11.
Note:
Data come from WIA 9130 financial reports for the 06/30/10 reporting period accessed from E-Grants on 01/13/11.
Note:
Data come from WIA 9130 financial reports for the 06/30/10 reporting period accessed from E-Grants on 01/13/11.
Data come from WIA 9130 financial reports for the 06/30/10 reporting period accessed from E-Grants on 01/13/11.

**EXPENDITURES**
- Total Funds Available: $2,799,982,130 (includes Unexpended Carry In)
- Total Expenditures: $2,199,967,264
- Local Expenditure Rate: 78.6%

**OBLIGATIONS**
- Total Funds Available: $2,522,439,380 (includes Unobligated Carry In)
- Total Obligations: $2,237,289,864
- Local Obligation Rate: 88.7%